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Abstract
We study theCompton scattering of x-rays off electrons that are driven by a relativistically intense
short optical laser pulse. The frequency spectrumof the laser-assisted Compton radiation shows a
broad plateau in the vicinity of the laser-free Compton line due to a nonlinearmixing between x-ray
and laser photons. Special emphasis is placed on how the shape of the short assisting laser pulse affects
the spectrumof the scattered x-rays. In particular, we observe sharp peak structures in the plateau
region, whose number and locations are highly sensitive to the laser pulse shape. These structures are
interpreted as spectral caustics by using a semiclassical analysis of the laser-assistedQEDmatrix
element, relating the caustic peak locations to the laser-driven electronmotion.
1. Introduction
X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs)help explorematter on ultra-short time-scales and under extreme conditions.
Their high x-ray photon ﬂux and short pulse duration of only a few femtoseconds allow to record transient
processes like chemical reactions in real-time [1, 2].Moreover, the x-ray scattering off dense plasmas—for
instance those plasmas generated by irradiating a solid density target with an ultra-intense optical laser pulse [3]
—facilitate the study of ultra-fast collective dynamics and plasma instabilities [4–7], which are important for
novel particle acceleration [8–10] or fusion energy concepts [3], for instance.
Such extreme states ofmatter can be generatedwith the help of optical lasers that reached already intensities
of1022 Wcm−2 [11]. The interaction of such laser pulses with electrons (with charge e andmassm) is
characterised by the laser’s normalised amplitude a e E m0 L L∣ ∣ X , where LX andEL are the frequency and
amplitude of the laser electric ﬁeld, respectively. Already for 1018Wcm−2 (a 10 _ ), the electron’s quivermotion
reaches relativistic velocities and its interactionwith the laser’smagnetic ﬁeld leads to a nonlinear orbital
motion, often denoted as ‘ﬁgure 8’ [12]. At extreme light intensities, a 10  , the electrons interact withmany
photons from the laser ﬁeld simultaneously and one enters the realmof non-perturbative strong-ﬁeld quantum
electrodynamics (QED) [13–15].
High-intensity lasers can also be employed in laser-assisted scattering processes [16–32], where the presence
of the strong low-frequency laserﬁeldmodulates a hardQED scattering process. This could be, for instance,
Compton scatteringwhere a hard x-ray (or γ-ray) photon is scattered off a (quasi-)free electronwith a frequency
change that depends on the scattering angle [33]. The assisting strong low-frequency laser ﬁeld leads to the
formation of side-bands in the frequency spectrum close to the laser-free Compton line due to x-ray—optical
frequencymixing. Already for a 10 _ the electron interacts with a large number of laser photons [34].
In this paper, we present aQEDdescription of laser assisted Compton scattering [34–39] of an ultra-short
pulse of coherent x-rays from anXFEL off electronsmoving in an intense (a 10 _ ) and ultra-short synchronised
optical laser pulse [40–42]. In contrast to previous workswe analyse for theﬁrst time in detail the structures in
the frequency spectrumof the scattered x-rays with regard to the inﬂuence of the speciﬁc shape and duration of
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the assisting laser pulse, and how these structures are related to the ultra-fast laser-driven electronmotion. By
developing a semiclassical picturewe identify the prominent peaks in the spectrum as spectral caustics emerging
from coalescing stationary phase points where the quantum scattering amplitude is formed.
Caustics are a phenomenon known best fromwave propagation. They occurwhen the rays associated to a
waveﬁeld coalesce on amanifold of lower dimension, creating bright zones in thewaveﬁeld. Awell known
example is the focal spot of a lens: all parallel light rays that impinge on the lens coalesce in a single point—the
focal point. From themathematical viewpoint, caustics are singularities of differentiablemappings [43, 44] and
also occur in the spectral domain [45]. The notion of spectral caustics enables us to explain why the plateau
region in the frequency spectrum is notﬂat, but has peaks at certain frequencies.
Our paper is organised as follows: in section 2we describe the physical system, and lay out the basic theory,
providing an expression for theQED cross section.Moreover, numerical results are provided for the complex
frequency spectra of the scattered x-rays. From a semiclassical analysis of the scattering dynamics in section 3we
conclude that the peaks in the frequency spectrum can be interpreted as spectral caustics, andwe calculate the
caustic peak locations. In section 4we discuss a possible scenario for the experimental observation of the spectral
caustic peaks, taking into account various non-ideal effects.We summarise and conclude in section 5. In two
appendices we give a brief derivation of the cross section (appendix A) andwe present amethod to efﬁciently
calculate frequency-averaged spectra (appendix B).
2. Theoretical description: theQED cross section
In our theoreticalmodelling of laser-assistedCompton scatteringwe describe the incident light of theXFEL (X)
and assisting laser (L) as pulsed planewaveswith frequencies X,LX and durationsTX,L. They copropagate along
the z-direction, described by the unit four-vector n 1, 0, 0, 1( )N , withmutually orthogonal linear
polarisation four-vectors X,LFN . Thatmeans the laser photon four-momentum is given by k nL LXN N and
k nX XXN N for the x-rays accordingly. These light pulses scatter off a free electron that has the four-momentum
pN prior to the interaction.We assume the x-rays to be aweak ﬁeld in the sense that just one x-ray photon
interacts with the electron in a single scattering event [34]. The scattered x-ray photon has four-momentum
k nXa  a aN N, with frequency Xa and scattering direction n 1, sin cos , sin sin , cos( )+ K + K +a N , whereϑ is
the scattering angle,measured from the initial laser beamdirection, andj denotes the azimuthal angle relative to
the laser polarisation direction.We employ units with c 1   and theﬁne structure constant e 42B Q .
Scalar products between four-vectors are denoted as xpx p x p0 0·   .
In order to calculate the cross section for laser-assistedCompton scattering in an intense laser pulsewith
a 10 2 it is necessary to treat the interaction of the electronswith the assisting laser non-perturbatively. This can
be achieved byworking in the Furry picture, where the electron dynamics in the laserﬁeld is described bymeans
of Volkov states [46] and the emission of photons by these laser-dressed electrons is treated in perturbation
theory [13, 47]. The frequency- and angle-differential cross section for laser-assistedCompton scattering can be
expressed as
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where gX denotes the temporal envelope of the x-ray pulse, t zL ( )G X  is the laser phase, and% refers to
the scattering amplitude. For unpolarised electrons and unobserved polarisation of the scattered x-rays, the
squared scattering amplitude can be conveniently represented as a double-integral over the laser phasef
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Some details of the derivation of equations (1) and (2) are provided in appendix A.Here, aL ( )G denotes the
laser’s normalised vector potential andwe abbreviate
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The phase of the scattering amplitude (2) is determined by
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where X L X X denotes the ratio of the x-ray and assisting laser frequencies.
The Lorentz invariant quantityℓ describes the energy transfer from the laserﬁeld to the scattered x-ray
photon and determines its frequency Xa via the nonlinear x-ray—optical frequencymixing [34, 48]:
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The effective range ofℓ, and hence also Xa, can be quite large even for a 10  , reaching values of a0ℓ _ for
large frequency ratios  [34].
Expression (4) that determines the phase of the scattering amplitude depends on the four-velocity of a
classical electronmoving in the laser ﬁeld aL ( )GN
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where v p m0 N N is the electron’s four-velocity before the laser pulse arrives. In equation (6), the terms linear
in aL describe the electron’s quivermotion due to the laser electric ﬁeldwith frequency LX . The aL2-term
describes the interactionwith themagnetic ﬁeld and comprises both a longitudinal 2 LX oscillation and a
ponderomotive drift [12, 49, 50]. The superposition of the LX and 2 LX oscillations is often denoted as ‘ﬁgure 8’
motion.
Figure 1 (a) displays the frequency spectrumofCompton scattered x-rays, equation (1), for a scattering angle
of 45+  n in the plane of the laser polarisation, 0K  . For convenience, fromnowonwework in the rest
frame of the initial electron, where v 1, 0, 0, 00 ( )N .Weﬁnd a narrow large peak of laser-free Compton
scattering at 0ℓ  , which stems fromx-ray photons that scatter outside the assisting laser pulse and, hence,
with no energy exchanged between the electron and the laser ﬁeld. Due to the action of the laserﬁeld and the
frequencymixing (5) the spectrumhas a broad structured plateau region between 3 and 11 keVwith a number
prominent large peak structures that we identify below as spectral caustics. In the regions between the caustics
the spectrum is a highly oscillating function of Xa on the scale of sub-eV, as can be seen in the insets of
ﬁgure 1 (a).
Figure 1. Frequency spectrumof x-rays that are Compton scattered off laser-driven electrons (a) as a function of the scattered x-rays’
frequency Xa (upper axis) and the energy transfer ℓ (lower axis). The initial x-ray pulse has a frequency of XX =5 keV and a duration
of T 7 fsX  . The assisting laserﬁeld that drives the electron-motion has peak amplitude a 10  , frequency LX =1.55 eV andpulse
duration T 5 fsL  . The insetsmagnify the highly oscillatory structure of the spectrum for three frequency ranges. Panel (b) depicts
the function ℓ( )G from inverting (7), which determines the number and positions of the stationary points for a given value of ℓ.
Spectral caustics appear at those ℓ where the function ℓ( )G has vertical tangents and two stationary points coalesce (vertical dotted
lines).
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3. Semiclassical interpretation of the spectral peaks as spectral caustics
To gain an intuitive understanding for the complex peak structure in the spectrum inﬁgure 1 and their relation
to the laser-driven electronmotion, equation (6), it is useful to put forth a semiclassical trajectory picture by
applying a stationary phase analysis [26, 51, 52]. For laser-induced strong-ﬁeldQEDprocesses, discussed e.g.
[26, 52], such a semiclassical picture is valid only for a 10  . Here, for the laser-assistedCompton scattering
process the condition a 10  is sufﬁcient. Thatmeans a semiclassical trajectory picture becomes reliable
already for a 10 _ for a large ratio of the frequency scales of the hardQEDprocess and the assisting laserﬁeld
1X L X X  . Since the integrand of (2) is a highly oscillating function of the laser phasef for a 10  , the
scattering amplitude, equation (2), is formedmainly at those laser phases that fulﬁl the stationarity condition
, 0ℓ( )Z G  . Solving this implicit equationmaps the scattering of x-ray photons at a certainmoment G to one
particular value of the energy transfer
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and, bymeans of equation (5), to one unique frequency ( )X Ga . The semiclassical analysis of the laser-assisted
Compton scattering process facilitates the following interpretation: the laser-driven electronmoves classically
according to equation (6), up to the laser phase G, where the x-ray photon scatters off the electron. At the
moment of scattering the electron has acquired the velocity vL ( )GN due to its interactionwith the assisting laser
ﬁeld. Because the x-ray photon now scatters off a relativistic electron, its frequency isDoppler shifted [33], and
theDoppler shift
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n v
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depends on the angle between the scattering direction na and the instantaneous electron four-velocity vL ( )GN at
themoment of scattering. TheDoppler factor becomesmaximal when the photon is scattered in the direction of
the instantaneous electron three-velocity vL ( )G . Then, the four-vector product n vL· ( )Ga is as small as possible
since the three-vectors na and vL ( )G are parallel.With the help of ( )GD , the instantaneous frequency of the
scattered x-rays can bewritten as
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Thus, in the semiclassical picture the broad plateau in the frequency spectrum inﬁgure 1 is formed because the
x-ray photons scatter off accelerated electronswith a variable Doppler factor.Moreover, the frequency red-shift
due to the electron recoil—the second term in the denominator of equation (9)—depends also on the instant of
scattering.
The structures observed in the plateau-region of the spectrum inﬁgure 1 can be explained by elaborating
further the semiclassical picture of the laser-assistedQED scattering process. The semiclassicalmapping (7),
relates amoment of scattering G to a unique energy transfer ℓ ( )G . However, as seen from ﬁgure 1 (b), the inverse
function ℓ( )G ismultiple-valued. Thus, the probability to observe a scattered x-ray photonwith a particular
frequency ℓ( )Xa is determined bymultiple stationary points. The contributions to the squared scattering
amplitude fromdifferent stationary phase points interfere and that leads to the highly oscillatory behaviour of
the frequency spectrum inﬁgure 1. For instance, in the region around 3000ℓ x two stationary points
contribute to the scattering amplitude, leading to a cosine-like oscillation of the spectrum (right inset), while
around 900ℓ x (middle inset) a total of six stationary points are relevant providing amore complex structure
withmultiple oscillation periods.
We now come to an interpretation of the large sharp peaks in the plateau region of the frequency spectrum.
These peaks occur at those values ofℓ, where two branches of ℓ( )G merge, i.e.two stationary points coalesce,
and the function ℓ( )G has vertical tangents, see ﬁgure 1. Such singularities of the semiclassicalmapping ℓ( )G are
spectral caustics, speciﬁcally caustics of the fold-typeA2, i.e. locally the semiclassicalmapping can be
approximated by a polynomial const. 02G   [44].Moreover, the stationary phase approximation of the
squaredmatrix element diverges at the caustics. By using a uniform asymptotic expansion the caustic
contribution to the the spectrum can be approximated as anAiry function [44]. As caustics, the spectral peaks
have some universal properties such as the their asymmetric shape, and they are characterised by universal
indices. For instance, the so-called index of the caustic zone 2 3cB  allows to give an order ofmagnitude
estimate for thewidth of the spectral caustic peaks as a0
2 3ℓ ( )% _ , andwhich agrees fairly well with our
numerical calculations.
However, how can one understand the existence of the spectral caustic peaks from a physical viewpoint? The
divergence of ℓ( )G implies that the caustics are formed at those parts of the electron trajectory where the
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Doppler factor c( )GD becomes stationary, 0c˙ ( )G D , and the scattered x-rays have constant frequency over a
long phase region. This generates a peak in the spectrumby ‘focusing’ the scattered radiation to the spectral
caustic peak at c( )X Ga . The stationarity of theDoppler factor implies that at the caustic formation phase cG the
four-acceleration of the electron is perpendicular to the scattering direction: n v 0L c· ˙ ( )Ga  .
Let us now calculate, within the semiclassical picture, the locations of the spectral caustic peaks in the
frequency spectrumof the scattered x-rays and how they depend on the scattering direction na. For that, weﬁrst
have to solve the caustic condition n v 0L c· ˙ ( )Ga  for the phase cG , where the caustics are formed. Employing
equation (6), we canwrite the caustic condition as
f a f B0 , , 10L c 0 L c
˙ ( )[ ( ) ( )] ( )G G + K 
with the laser pulse shape fL and
B ,
cos sin
cos 1
. 11( ) ( )+ K K ++ 
Because equation (10) consists of the product of two termswe actuallyﬁnd two different classes of spectral
caustics with distinct properties, whichwe denote as regular and irregular caustics, respectively.
The positions of the regular caustic peaks in the frequency spectrum can be determined by solving
f 0L c
˙ ( )G  for the caustic formation phases cG . For instance, for laser pulses f g cosL L 0( )G G  with a slowly
varying envelope gL, with g g 1L L˙  , and the carrier envelope phase 0G , the caustics are formed at the laser
phases nn
c 0
( )G Q Gx  , n 0, 1, o y. For ultra-short pulses, with g g 1L L˙ _ , the caustic formation phases
n
c
( )G need to be obtained numerically. Plugging the solutions for n
c
( )G into equation (7), we obtain the locations of
the regular spectral caustics at
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They depend on the value of the laser vector potential a nL c( )
( )G at its local extrema, and, therefore, on the carrier
envelope phase 0G and on the shape and duration of the pulse, seeﬁgure 2.
Let us nowdiscuss what this tells us about the locations and the distribution of the spectral caustic peaks in
the plateau region. Consider ﬁrst a smooth laser pulse, e.g.with a squared cosine envelope
g T
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with pulse durationTL. Because the envelope smoothly increases from0 to 1, the laser pulse envelope at the
caustic formation phase g nL c( )
( )G can take any value between zero and one. Thus, the spectral caustics (12) are
equally distributed over thewhole plateau region of the spectrum, as can be seenwell inﬁgure 2, panels (a)–(c).
The number of different spectral caustic peaks in the panels (a)–(c) growswith increasing laser pulse durationTL
because the number of local extrema of aL ( )G increases withTL (see insets inﬁgure 2). In order to resolve the
individual caustic peaks, their separation should be larger larger than their individual width a0
2 3ℓ ( )% _ .
This gives the order ofmagnitude estimate of the optimal laser pulse duration as T aL L 0
1 3( )X _ .
The situation is quite different for a box-shaped envelopewith a constant amplitude, seeﬁgure 2 (d). Only
two regular caustic peaks occur at the endpoints of the plateau, and irrespective of the pulse duration. The reason
for this behaviour is that g 1nL c( )
( )G  for all caustic formation phases n
c
( )G . This ‘wing’-like shape of the plateau
is a generic feature of laser-assisted processes when the laser pulse has a constant amplitude andwas also seen in
laser-assisted electron-ion recombination [20]. Hence, in order to describe the peaks in the frequency spectrum
correctly it is essential to exactly take into account the shape of the short laser pulse.
Let us now consider the irregular type of caustics. In contrast to the regular caustics, the irregular type is
restricted to certain observation directions. (So far wewere discussing only those directions where solely regular
caustics exist.)The irregular caustic occurs where f B a,L c 0( ) ( )G + K admits at least one real solution for cG .
In stark contrast to the regular caustics discussed above the location of the irregular caustic peak at
B
1
,
1 cos
2
, , 14irr
2ℓ ( ) ( ) [ [ [
+ + K  

is independent of the laser pulse parameters. Although f B a,L c 0( ) ( )G + K might havemore than one
solution cG , there will be only a single spectral caustic peak in the frequency spectrum. If it exists, the irregular
caustic peak alwaysmarks the high-energy cut-off of the frequency spectrum.
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The irregular caustic peak is related to the longitudinal nonlinearmotion of the electrons due to the aL
2
—
term in the classical electron velocity, equation (6). Therefore, it can occur only for large enough scattering
angles .+ + , where one probes dominantly the longitudinal components of the electron velocity (6).
An approximate analytic expression for the angle + can be given as arccos aa
cos
cos
0
2 2
0
2 2+ KK

 , which gives
67+ n for the parameters inﬁgure 3. Exactly at the angle + + a branching of the caustics occurs. Close to
the branching angle + +x the semiclassicalmapping (7)needs to be approximated locally by a fourth-order
polynomial h const. 04 2( )G + G   , with a conveniently rescaled laser phasef. The coefﬁcient h ( )+ is a
monotonically decreasing function ofϑ, with a single zero at + + , where h changes its sign.Hence, for
+ + we ﬁnd only a single extremal point at 0G  , corresponding to a regular caustic. At + + we ﬁnd in
total three extrema: the one at 0G  remains, while two additional solutions at h 2G  o  give rise to the
irregular caustic peak.
TheDoppler up-shift of the x-ray frequency for backward-scattering (i.e. for large scattering angles) is
limited by the longitudinal ponderomotive drift of the electron away from the observer. This is related to the
forward–backward asymmetry seen inﬁgure 3 (a), where high-energy photons are emitted only for 90+  n.
Thus, the existence of the irregular caustic peak in the spectrum signals the nonlinear relativisticmotion of the
electrons, which comprises both the longitudinal ponderomotive drift and 2 LX oscillations. In fact, the
semiclassicalmapping ℓ ( )G , equation (7), exhibited in ﬁgures 3 (b) and (c), shows distinct 2 LX —oscillations
wherever the irregular caustic peak exists.
4.Discussion
Experiments on laser-assistedCompton scattering to verify the spectral caustic peaks in the spectrum could be
done, e.g.at the futureHIBEF beamline at the EuropeanXFEL [53] or the LCLS, where an intense optical laser
beam is synchronised to the XFEL x-ray pulses. One could, for instance, scatter the x-rays off
Figure 2.The number and locations of the spectral caustic peaks in frequency spectrumof the scattered x-rays depends on both the
shape and duration of the driving optical laser pulse (here with peak amplitude a 0.30  ). The spectra are window-averaged (by a
Gaussianwith resolution 5 eV) to smooth the fast oscillations. Calculations are for a squared-cosine pulse with pulse durations
T 5 fsL  (a), 10 fs (b) and 15 fs (c), and for a box shaped pulse with duration 9.34 fs (d). The vertical lines depict the calculated
locations of the spectral caustics. The large laser-free Compton peak at Xa=4.95 keV stems from the long x-ray pulse duration
T T25 fsX L  .
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counterpropagating low-energy electronswith kinetic energies (of a few keV) emitted from an electron gun [54].
The principal set-up of such a scenariowas discussed previously in [34], where the observation of the plateau,
i.e.the x-ray—optical frequencymixing, was proposed by a using an x-ray detector with a coarse spectral
resolution of'(100 eV), characteristic for an x-ray CCD.Obviously it is impossible to resolve the individual
caustic peaks, with such a coarse spectral resolution.Wewill return to the case of a detector with coarse
resolution at the end of this section. But let usﬁrst discuss what would be required to actually see the spectral
caustic peaks themselves. In order to resolve the spectral caustic structures in the plateau region of the frequency
spectrumone of course needs x-ray detectors with amuch better energy resolution than the ones discussed
above.Microcalorimeter arrays, as an example, provide the necessary spectral resolution in a large frequency
range from a few keVup to several 100 keV [55, 56]. For instance, in [56], a spectral resolution of 2 eV FWHM
was reported for x-rays up to 6 keV.
In order to assess the observability of the spectral caustic peakswe need to discuss several non-ideal effects.
Firstly, we need to take into consideration that each detector has aﬁnite size and therefore covers aﬁnite solid
angle range. Since the positions of the caustics in the spectrumdepend sensitively on the scattering angles ,( )+ K
onemight argue that the caustic peaks could disappear from the spectrumwhen aﬁnite-sized detector collects
photons in different directions. To test the viability of our results with regard to aﬁnite detector size we integrate
the frequency- and angle-differential cross section, equation (1), over the solid angle range 85 95- -+n n and
175 185- -Kn n. In order to efﬁciently calculate the spectra formany different angles we employ the
approximation presented in appendix B. The results of the angular integration, exhibited inﬁgure 4 (a), shows
that the spectral caustic peaks in fact do survive, despite becoming slightly broader.
As a second important issuewe have to take into account the rather low total scattering cross section for
x-rays on free electrons on the order of the Thomson cross section, 665 mbarnTT  , and the low electron
density in an electron beam. Therefore onemost likely has to performmulti-shot experiments in order to record
the complete frequency spectrum.However, it is known that present-day high-intensity lasers suffer from shot-
to-shotﬂuctuations of, e.g., the pulse duration and peak intensity. Given the sensitive dependence of the
predicted caustic peak positions on the laser pulse parameters onemight again argue that thoseﬂuctuations
could completely wash out all spectral peaks. This, however, is not the case. To conﬁrm that the spectral caustic
peaks survive shot-to-shot ﬂuctuationswhen averaging overmultiple laser shots, we calculate an ensemble of
spectra forﬂuctuating values of a0 andTL, respectively, andweighted themwith aGaussian distributionwith
10%FWHM, and centred around a 0.30  , respectively T 5 fsL  . The averaged spectra are exhibited in
ﬁgures 4 (b) and (c) and show that the caustic peaks are still visible, despite being broadened.
The positions of the caustic peaks are insensitive with regard to the amplitude and duration of the x-ray
pulse, because the laser-assistedCompton process is linear in the incident x-ray photonﬁeld. The caustic peak
positions are determined solely by the strong assisting laser pulse and the relativistic electronmotion it causes.
Figure 3.The frequency- and angle-differential cross section for a 1.50  , windowed by aGaussian of 10 eVwidth (a). The pattern of
the sharp peaks in the spectrumqualitatively coincides with the locations of the regular (grey dotted curves) and irregular (black solid
curve) spectral caustics in the inset. The red dashed curve is the laser-free Compton line. Parameters are as inﬁgure 1. In (b) and (c) the
energy transfer ℓ ( )G oscillates with a frequency 2 LX close to the irregular caustics. The horizontal lines have the samemeaning as in
the inset of panel (a).
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Since a good temporal overlap of the x-ray and assisting laser pulses is required, and taking into account the
temporal jitter of both pulses, the best scenario would involve an x-ray pulse duration 2 3y times longer than
the duration of the assisting laser pulse. The x-rays that are scattered outside the assisting laser pulse just
contribute to the laser-free Compton line at 0ℓ  , and do not affect the spectrum in the plateau regionwhere
the spectral caustics occur.
The actual source size of the scattered x-ray photons in the plateau region of the spectra is just the spatial
volumewhere the two foci of the x-ray beam and the assisting laser beamoverlap. Only rathermoderate laser
intensities of10 1017 18y Wcm−2 (e.g. a 0.30  corresponds to 2 1017q Wcm−2 at awavelength of 800 nm)
are required to observe the spectral caustic features. Such intensities can be routinely obtained by even
moderately sized high-intensity lasers (a few terawatts) in quite large spot sizes of several tens ofμm, andwith
high repetition rates. Focusing theXFEL beam to a considerably smaller size than the focal spot size of the
assisting laser ﬁeld, say a fewμm, one can achieve a homogeneous intensity of the assisting laser ﬁeld over the
whole interaction region. Thus, the approximation of a constant a0 over the interaction region (plane-wave
approximation) is well justiﬁed.
We also need to take into account that in reality the initial electron cannot be at rest because it would be
expelled from the high-intensity regions by ponderomotive scattering [57, 58]. However, theminimumkinetic
energy of the electrons that is required to access the laser focal spot is on the order of a few keVor less [34]. For
such low-energy electron beams the patterns of caustics in the laboratory frame virtually coincide even
quantitatively with the spectra in the rest frame of the incident electronwhichwe presented here. For electrons
with higher energies that counterpropagate the incident light beamswith four-velocity v , 0, 0,0 ( )H CH N ,
where γ refers to the Lorentz factor of the electron and 1 2C H   , the spectra from the rest-frame of the
electron need to be Lorentz-transformed to the laboratory frame. This concerns in particular the frequency Xa
and the scattering angleϑ of the scattered photon, which transform as
1 cos , 15lab ( ) ( )X X H C +a  a 
cos
cos
1 cos
. 16lab ( )+ + CC +


The azimuthal anglejneeds not to be Lorentz transformed for head-on collisions. For the scattering off high-
energy electronswith 1H  , the x-ray photonswould be dominantly scattered into a narrow conewith aperture
angle 1lab+ H_ around the direction of the incident electron beam.Moreover, the scattered photons
frequency is additionally Doppler up-shifted as is well known from inverse Compton x-ray sources [50, 59–63],
see for instance equation (8), where, e.g.,n v 1 10· ( )H C   . Therefore, the scattering off low-energy
Figure 4.As ﬁgure 2 (a), but taking into account non-ideal effects, and for T 8 fsX  . (a) Integration over a ﬁnite detector size. (b)
Averaging overﬂuctuating values of a0. (c)Averaging overﬂuctuating laser pulse durationTL. For details see the text.
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electrons seems to be favourable because the scattered photons can be observed at a large scattering angle to
better discriminate them from the beamof incident photons.
Because the X and L beams are parallel, the frequency ratio of the x-ray photons and the laser light,
X L X X , is Lorentz invariant, although each of the frequencies has to be Lorentz transformed individually
when changing the frame of reference. The laser strength a0 is Lorentz invariant aswell [64]. Thatmeans no
qualitatively different results are to be expected for the scattering off high-energy electrons. In addition, the
energy transferℓ is a Lorentz invariant quantity and allows to characterise the frequency of the emitted photons
in a Lorentz-invariant way via equation (5).
Let usﬁnally discuss the case that the spectral resolution of our detector is too coarse to observe the
individual caustic peaks. Inﬁgure 5we show the spectra of the scattered x-rays for a detector resolution of 100
eV. Although the individual caustic peaks cannot be resolved due to the coarse detector resolution, the shape of
the plateau strongly depends on the shape of the laser pulse. For the smooth cos2 laser pulse (solid blue curve
and left inset) the caustic peaks are distributed over thewhole plateau (dotted blue curve) and the coarse-grained
spectrum shows a single peak close to the laser-free Compton line at about 5 keV,with falling shoulders up to the
cut-off values at about 4 keV and 6.3 keV, respectively. In contrast to that, in the box-shaped pulsewith a
constant amplitude of the assisting laser, the caustic peaks occur only at the end-points of the plateau.
Consequently, the coarse-grained spectrumhas two peaks close to the cut-offs of the plateau. This shows that
even if the details of the spectral caustic peaks are not resolved, their presence still inﬂuences the shape of the
spectrum.
5. Summary and conclusions
In summary, we study for theﬁrst time the details of the frequency spectrumof x-rays that are Compton
scattered off an electron under the action of an intense ultra-short optical laser pulse. In this laser-assisted
Compton scattering of x-ray photons the frequency spectrumof the scattered x-rays shows novel features: a
structured broad plateau region beneath the laser-free Compton line that indicates a highly nonlinearmixing of
laser and x-ray photons. According to theQED calculation, the plateau region contains a number of sharp peaks
that are related to the ultra-short duration of the assisting laser pulse. These peaks are explained bymeans of a
semiclassical picture as spectral caustics with universal properties.
The laser-assistedCompton scattering of x-rays, and the peaks in the frequency spectrum,may be used to
investigate the dynamics of laser-driven electrons inmore general situations, where the electrons are also subject
to forces other than the laserﬁeld. The three-dimensional electronmotion could be accessed by observing
tomographically the frequency spectrumofCompton scattered x-rays for different scattering directions na. For
instance, thismight be useful to investigate the complex laser-driven electron dynamics at the surface of a dense
Figure 5.Coarse-grained frequency spectra. The frequency spectra have beenwindow-averagedwith 100 eVwidth,mimicking a
detector with a coarse spectral resolution (solid curves).We compare a smooth cos2 pulse (blue) and a pulse with constant amplitude
(red). Although the individual caustic peaks cannot be resolved, the shape of the plateau strongly depends on the shape of the assisting
laser pulse which determines the positions of the caustic peaks in the plateau. For convenience, we exhibit by the dashed curves the
spectra averagedwith 10 eVdetector resolution, where the distribution of the caustic peaks is still clearly visible.
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plasma, and could help to better understand the collisionless absorption of laser energy [65, 66], and its
implications for plasma-based particle acceleration [67].
Weﬁnally note that the spectral caustics are a general concept. They could help understand also the
dynamics of other laser-assisted scattering processes in ultra-short laser pulses [21, 23, 68]. For short laser pulses
the spectral caustic peaks inevitably appear in the plateau regions of the spectra, and a proper description of the
scattering dynamics with respect to the short laser pulse duration ismandatory. This is even true if the
experimental conditions do not allow the direct observation of the individual caustic peaks, because their
distribution over the plateau strongly affects the shape of the coarse-grained frequency spectra.
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AppendixA.Derivation of the differential cross section
The strong-ﬁeld Smatrix for laser-assistedCompton scattering of an x-ray photon from a short coherent XFEL
pulse can be acquired byﬁrst formulating the Furry picture of strongﬁeldQEDwith respect to both the (weak)
XFEL and (strong) assisting laser pulses. The resulting expressions are then linearised in the normalised
amplitude of the XFEL pulse a 1X  [69, 70]. The Smatrix can be represented as [34]
S a p p k4ie , A.13 X l.f.
3
ℓ( ) ( ) ( )( ) %Q E   a  a
with the light-front delta function
p p kp p k p p k
1
A.2l.f.
3
L
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )E X E E a  a w  a  a  a  a
   ? ? ?
and the light-front components of four-vectors p p p0 3 oo and p p p,1 2( )? . Here, p (pa) refers to the
asymptotic four-momentumof the electron before (after) the scattering, while ka is the four-momentumof the
scattered x-ray photon. Due to the delta function in equation (A.1), the ‘−’ and ‘⊥’momentum components
fulﬁl conservation conditions, which can bewritten as
n p n p n k p p kand . A.3X,L X,L X,L· · · · · · ( )F F F a  a  a  a
The scattering amplitude
r r V r r C V r r C; , , , , , , , A.4
n
n n3 0 X
0
2
ℓ ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )% M M B Ma a  a a  a a

depends on the electron spin r r,( )a and photon polarisation ( )Ma variables via theDirac currents
V r r u u, ,n
j
p r n pr( ) ¯ ( ).M Fa a  aM
N Na a a , where upr denoteDirac spinors, with theDirac adjoint u upr pr 0¯
† H , and
normalised to u u m2pr pr rr¯ Ea a. TheDiracmatrix structures read
, A.50( ) ( ). HN N
m
k
k p
k
k p2 2
, A.61
L L
L
L L
L
( )
· ·
( )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟. F H H F a N
N N
m k k
p k p k2
, A.7
L
2
2
L ,
L L
( )
· ·
( ).  aN
N
m
k
k p
k
k p2 2
. A.83
X X
X
X X
X
( )
· ·
( )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟. F H H F a N
N N
Herewe employ the Feynman slash notation p p·H to denote scalar products of four-vectors with theDirac
matrices HN. The dynamic integrals over the laser phase read
C g ad e , A.9n
n
X L
i d ,
ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ( )¨ ¨G G G G Z Ga a
G
d
with , ℓ( )Z G deﬁned in equation (4). To calculate the differential cross sectionwe have to square the Smatrix
(A.1), multiply by the Lorentz invariant phase space of theﬁnal particles in the form
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pp
p
d
d k
2 2
d d
2 2
, A.10
3
3
2
3( ) ( )
( )Q X Q1 
a
a
a a
a

?
multiply with a normalisation factor of p1 2  for the incident Volkov electron state [71], and divide by the
ﬂuence of the incident x-rays
J T n
m a
g
1
d
8
d , A.11i iX
X
X
0
2
X
2
X
2 ( ) ( )¨ ¨X G QB G G d
d
d
d
with the energy–momentum-tensor TX
NO of the incident x-ray pulse. Then, the differential cross section for laser-
assistedCompton scattering reads
r r
S
p J
d , ,
2
d A.12
2
X
( )
∣ ∣
( )T Ma a  1
m g
r r
k p k p8 d
, , ,
d d , A.13
2
2
X
2
2
L L
ℓ
( )
∣ ( )∣
· ·
( )
%
¨
B X
Q G G
M X a a aa a 8
d
d
and smoothly approaches the laser-free Klein–Nishina cross section in the limit a 00 l [34, 72]. Note that the
cross section (A.13) is independent of the intensity of the XFEL beamand all dependence on aX drops out.
Sincewe assume that the incident electrons are unpolarised, andwe consider the polarisation of theﬁnal
state particles unobserved, we have to average and sumover the respective variables, deﬁning the polarisation
averaged squaredmatrix element as
r r
1
2
; , , . A.14
r r
2
, ,
2ℓ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ( )% % M §  a a
Ma a
The summation over the spin variables leads to traces over theDiracmatrices that occur in the coefﬁcients in
equations (A.5)–(A.8).We deﬁne theDirac traces as
V V p m p m
1
2
1
2
tr , A.15nn
r r
n n n n
, ,
( ) [( )( ) ( )( ¯ ) ] ( )*, . .w   a  
M
N Na
a a
a a
wherewe employ the identities g( )*F F  M MN MO NOa a a , u u p mr pr pr¯   , and 0 0¯ †. .H H . TheDirac traces
read (note the symmetry nn n n, ,a a )
m p p8 4 , A.1600
2 · ( ),    a
k k2 , A.1710 L L( · ) ( ), B a
k k2 , A.1830 X X( · ) ( ), B a
m2 , A.1920
2 ( ),  
m2 A.2011 33
2 ( ), , I 
and all other combinations vanish.We use here the deﬁnitions from equation (2), and in addition
m
p
k p
p
k p
. A.21L
L
L
L
L
·
·
·
·
( )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟B F F aa 
Collecting all the non-vanishingDirac traces, and using the identity
C C
m x
k p
C
2
A.220 L 1
2
L
2ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ( ) ( )
·
( ) ( )B  
weﬁnally arrive at the expressions (1) and (2) for the polarisation averaged cross section and squared amplitude,
respectively.
Appendix B. Efﬁcient calculation of frequency averaged spectra
In this appendixwe describe amethod to efﬁciently calculate thewindow-averaged frequency spectra as
exhibited, e.g.,inﬁgures 2 and 4. The integration of the squaredmatrix element (2) is numerically quite
demanding because the integrand is a highly oscillating function of the laser phase.Moreover, because the
frequency spectra are highly oscillating functions of the scattered photon energy one needs to calculate the
spectrawith a high precision to obtain a reliable frequency average. For the frequency-averaged spectra the
highly oscillatory structure itself is irrelevant. The approximation presented here reduces the numerical cost in
twoways: (i) one needs to calculate the spectrum at fewer points and (ii) the calculation of each point is
accelerated.
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Aswe found in our semiclassical analysis, the highly oscillatory behaviour of the spectrum stems from the
interference of distant stationary points. In order to suppress these spectral oscillations, we can include a
(Gaussian)window function
w e B.1
2
4 2( ) ( )
( )G G a % 
G G a
%
to the integrand of equation (2), which suppresses the interference contributions for all phase points that are
further apart than thewindow sizeΔ. The inverse ofΔ is related to a frequency averagingwindow: the shorter
thewindow sizeΔ, the coarser the energy resolution.
By introducing the relative andmean phase variables, R G G  a and 2( )U G G  a , and by requiring a
small window size, 1%  , wemay assume that 1R  , to obtain for the short-timewindowed squaredmatrix
element:
m g w a
m m g
2 d d e 2
2
2 4 d d e e , B.2
2 2
X
2 i d ,
X
2 X
2
2
L
2
2 2
X
2
X
2 i ,
2
2
2
4 2
∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ˙ ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ
ℓ
( )
( )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟% ¨
¨ ¨
¨U R U R I B B I R U
I B U U R
 §   
 
G Z G
RZ U
%

U R
U R
R


%
where the third term in parentheses in theﬁrst line is of higher order inΔ and can be neglected. Evaluating the
Gaussian integral over dR weﬁnallyﬁnd the simple expression
m m g2 4 4 d e , B.32 2 2 X
2 2
X
2 ,2 2∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ( )% ¨I B Q U U §   % Z U%
which can be efﬁciently evaluated numerically. In particular, the exponent is now real and negative, i.e.the
integrand is not a highly oscillating function anymore. Inﬁgure B1 we compare the frequency averaged spectra
calculated using the exact squaredmatrix element (2)with the approximation equation (B.3). As can be inferred
fromﬁgure B1 the accuracy of the approximation is excellent.
Taking in equation (B.3) the formal limit% l dwe get
m m g
m m
g
2 4 2 d ,
2 4
2
,
, B.4
j
j
j
2 2 2
X
2
X
2
2 2
X
2 X
2
ℓ
ℓ
∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( )
( )
∣ ˙ ( )∣
( )
% ¨

I B Q U U E Z U
I B Q UZ U
 § l  
 
%ld
where the sum runs over all stationary points , 0j ℓ( )Z U  . This coincides with the usual stationary phase
approximation of (2)with the interferences between different stationary points j jv a excluded.
Figure B1.Adirect comparison of the smoothed full spectrum (red solid curve) and the approximation (blue dashed curve) shows
excellent agreement, i.e.the dashed blue curve is on top of the solid red curve. For the full spectrum the squaredmatrix element has
been evaluated using equation (2), while we use equation (B.3)with 0.5%  for the approximated spectrum. Both of the spectra are
then frequency averagedwith the samewindow size of 15 eV. For comparisonwe also show the approximation (B.3)without the
additional frequency average (black dotted curve), as well as the unsmoothed highly oscillating full spectrum (solid grey). Parameters
are: a 0.30  , T 10 fsL  , T 15 fsX  , cos2 pulse envelopes, 45+  n, 0K  .
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